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Summary

The competition of the deregulated electricity market has increased  the suppliers efforts to serve their

customers with attractive ”added values” included in the electricity sales contracts. To study the

deregulation’s impact on DSM measures, computer simulations have been performed of the electricity use

and of potential end-use measures at some industries’ in Sweden. The industrial simulation model INDSIM

has been applied on the industries’ load curves and measures as load management, introduction of dual

fuel systems and potential energy efficiency improvements have been simulated. To compare the

consequences upon DSM measures from the different market philosophies the analyses are based on both

former traditional, monopoly electricity contracts and on typical modern, competitive contracts.

Among others it is shown that the electricity costs for industries has decreased considerably after the

deregulation and that energy efficiency improvements as a consequence has become less profitable.

The same investment brings a lower pay off when the electricity market is competitive. Concerning

the competition between oil and electricity for heating, due to price structures, oil has after the

deregulation sometimes become more economically benefiting than electricity. This is a surprising

result since the average price level for electricity is lower than it was before. Regarding load

management, in spite of the lack of power related charges in the electricity sales contracts, these

measures can be more profitable after the deregulation. A fact that mainly depends on increased

power charge levels in the electricity distribution contracts.

An other consequence of the deregulation is that the electricity sales companies’ basic motives for DSM

measures have become evident; to tie old and new customers tighter to the company through increasing

their comfort and reducing their energy costs. The grid owners’ incitements for introducing DSM measures

are more traditional; to avoid heavy investments due to bottle-necks in the distribution grid or to reduce the

own power related subscription costs paid to the regional distribution company. Conflicts may occur within

the same group of companies if the sales company activate DSM measures that at the same time

effectively reduces the income of the gird owner.



Introduction

At a competitive electricity market the electricity suppliers try to find attractive ”added values” to offer

together with the electricity. These products and services are in a long term ment to tie the customers to the

specific supplier. Studies show that industrial customers’ main interest concerning their energy supply is

safe electricity deliveries which prevents unexpected production disturbances. Different products and

services are therefore offered from the suppliers to fulfil that request. Secondary, these customers want to

reduce their energy costs and the suppliers give advice and offer services of increased energy efficiency

and improved energy management. Generally, the hardening competition of the deregulated electricity

market has increased  the suppliers efforts to serve their customers.

To study the deregulation’s’ impact on DSM measures and as a link in EnerSearch’s aim in trying ”to meet

customers’ desires through IT solutions” computer simulations have been performed of the electricity use

and potential end-use measures at some industries’ in Sweden. The analyses are made in co-operation with

the local distribution utility and both traditional electricity contracts of the monopoly market and new typical

deregulated contracts are simulated. Load priority systems, dual fuel systems and potential efficiency

improvements are examples of measures included in the analyses. A general question to be answered is

how the deregulation already have and in the future will influence DSM co-operation.

Methodology

The industrial load management simulation model INDSIM has been applied for the analyses.

INDSIM is developed at the department ”Energy Systems” at the Technical University of Linköping,

Sweden, and is mainly applied for studies of effects from industrial load management. It is applied at one

company at a time and can among others simulate load priority systems, dual fuel systems, short time

accumulation, load rescheduling, efficiency improvements and internal combined heat and power

production.
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As input for the analyses the company’s annual demand profile (8760 load values) and electricity contract

are specified. The annual load curve is mostly constructed outgoing from one or two weeks hourly

measurement results. The data are expanded to a one year load data base, either through a random

process or through assuming that the recorded load curve is constant all weeks of the year. In the random

routine consideration is taken into the ratio between the recorded one hour maximum load and the yearly

maximum power demand when the load curve is calculated. After the first estimations of the annual

electricity demand it is also possible to adjust the load curve so that it corresponds with the actual demand.

The load data are completed with facts about industry specific equipment and measurement test results

which are collected at one or several company visits. At the surveys possible energy saving potentials are

mapped out together with data of adjustable equipment etc. These end-use measures can in the model be

associated with their respective investment and maintenance costs as well as with their expected economic

life. When the required industrial surveys are performed and the simulation strategy outlined is INDSIM

applied on the company’s electricity demand profile.

Simulation strategies

The industries are analysed in order to

1)  Discover economically benefiting DSM measures

2)  Examine the DSM measures’ dependence upon the electricity contracts’ different

price structures.

Which measures that are included in the analyses is depending on the conditions of the specific

industry. Mainly efficiency improvements, load management and introduction of dual fuel are the

most interesting alternatives. The following electricity contracts are analysed:

• Traditional electricity contract before the deregulation; sales and grid charges

included

• Typical industrial electricity contract (1997) after the deregulation (only sales

charges and no power related or subscription charges)

• Electricity grid contract after the deregulation

• Combined sales and distribution contract after the deregulation

Power Demand Profiles - DSM options

Company 1

The first company analysed has a relatively smooth power demand profile since the production is

running almost all year round. During a week the power demand normally keeps around 1600-1700

kW +/- 200 kW. An average month the company consumes a little more than 1200 MWh. An

exception is the vacation month which only has a 15% electricity demand compared to the normal

level. During the year the electricity demand is about 13,8 GWh. The load is climate dependent and

the maximum demand is 2286 kW (1997).
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power peak of the year.

Load management and efficiency improvements are the most interesting end use measures at the company.

Manageable objects to start with are electrical boilers and heat pumps, since this equipment mainly serve

thermally slow systems (heating of the premises). Other interesting objects to manage are process related

equipment like blast engines and converters. Normally the converters are run most of the time at partial

load which leaves many opportunities for load rescheduling. The capacities of the electrical boilers are 2 x

300 kW and 2 x 350 kW. Provided that process related equipment are taken into account as well the

company’s maximum power demand can be reduced with approximately 800 kW for 1-2 hours periods. The

structure of the electricity contract constitutes the pressing force if this extra equipment will get included in

the load management system or not.

Major savings can also be achieved through improved energy efficiency. The concerned items are mainly

heat recovery from cooling systems and air compressors, improved dimensioning of air compressors,

alternatives to compressed air for PVC-strips transportation and regulation of heat and cooling systems for

cylinder rolls in calander lines. Approximately can energy savings up to 30% be performed.

Simulations are performed to examine the economical benefits from load management of different extent

and efficiency improvements.

Company 2

In opposite to the first company, the second company’s demand profile has large variations caused by

process related vacuum furnace cycles. During the day and night the power demand varies +/- 700 kW. The

energy demand is even all year round about 540 MWh/month, 83 % in July (vacation). Totally the company

consumes 6400 MWh with the maximum power peak 1590 kW.

Potential DSM measures are load management, introduction of dual fuel system and heat recovery. The

company



uses 3 vacuum furnaces, each at 680 kW in the production and the simulations will show the economical

benefits from load rescheduling of this equipment. Only for heating of premises the company consumes

about 240 m3 oil, although there are 3 electrical boilers at 560 kW each. Due to Swedish taxation system oil

for industries is cheap (1500 SEK/m3) why the electrical boilers are not competitive part of the year.

Simulations are performed to examine if the electrical boilers can become a complement to the oil based

boilers. Concerning heat recovery the surplus heat from the vacuum furnaces is blown off in a cooling tower

at the roof of the building. Approximately the loss of energy corresponds to 2352 MWh. If the heat instead

was recovered or sold to the energy utility, the company  would get a small income.
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Since the dual fuel system and the heat recovery system are different alternatives to gain benefit from

corresponding systems in the factory these alternatives are not possible to run at the same time.

Analyses Results

Company 1

With no measures activated the company’s simulated electricity demand 1997 is 13,8 MWh and the

maximum power peak during the year 2286 kW. The utilisation time is 5973 hours and the load factor 68%.

Before the deregulation the total cost for electricity was 4068 kSEK (demand costs 798,2 kSEK, energy

costs 3035,6 kSEK subscription charge 235 kSEK) with an average cost of 298 SEK/MWh. Based on the

new sales and distribution contracts after the deregulation the total cost is almost 2,5% lower (3970 kSEK)

and the average cost 2,35% (291 SEK/MWh) lower than before.

When a load management system is activated and the load kept under 2050 kW during the critical seasons,

the company saves about 32 kSEK/year (0,8%) with the former contract and 59 kSEK (1,5%) with the new

agreements, mainly due to the cut peaks. The peaks are at the most reduced with almost 250 kW. But a

cold winter day it is probably possible to cut the maximum power demand even more provided that process



related equipment is taken into account. With a 500-600 kW reduction the company would save about 200

kSEK/year - former contract - and 235 kSEK/year with the new agreements.

The increased savings are due to new higher power related charges from the still monopoly

distribution utility and former high fixed charges that earlier blocked the benefits from load

management. The lower subscription charges do not effect this result. But, because of the decreased

energy prices load management becomes a little less profitable compared to earlier when not only

the peaks are cut but energy is managed as well.

Cost reduction due to load management
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The figure shows that load management is most profitable with the new

contracts and when ”only” power and not energy is managed.

A classical DSM measure at the monopoly market was to change the electricity contract between the

company and the energy utility so that the incitements for the company to activate load priority systems

were extra large at times when it gained the energy utility. Applied in this case an appropriate measure

would have been to adjust the power charge of the former contract so that it was only charged between 8-10

a m and 16-18 p m during the winter season. Provided that such an agreement was possible and that the

power peaks do not exceeded 1500 kW at these periods, the company would have earned almost 200 kSEK

in a year. For the utility the co-operation would have ment savings about 40 kSEK (240 kSEK from saved

power costs minus 200 kSEK from lost income). Approximately the power peaks would be reduced with

700kW winter months and 200 kW reduction during the summer.

At the deregulated electricity market these kind of DSM measures are less interesting for the electricity

sales companies since there are no power related charges at the electricity trade market. Many of the  local

energy utilities and industries also have electricity contracts that in some way are related to the price

structure and price trend at the trade market. On the other hand it is still an interesting alternative for the

distributor who has power related subscription costs that he pays to the regional grid owner. It is also an



especially important alternative to heavy investments if the concerned power lines are under-sized, a

situation though not very common in Swedish distribution grids.
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Finally efficiency improvements would continuously save the company a lot of money. A 10% reduction of

the energy demand ment 407 kSEK/year savings in energy costs with the former contract. With the new
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structure the company would earn 397 kSEK/year. Approximately it would be possible to reduce the demand

up to 30% which corresponds to 1220 kSEK - former contract - and 1191 kSEK - new contract, investments

excluded. A consequence of the deregulation is that the lower electricity prices for industries also make

energy savings for these customers a little less economically benefiting. The same investment costs

generated a better pay off before the deregulation. This might lead to that investment money are focused to

other - not energy related - areas in the company.

Company 2

With no measures activated the simulated electricity demand is 6,8 MWh and the maximum power peak

1585 kW (1997). The utilisation time is 4266 hours and the load factor 49%. Except the electricity costs the

company pays about 360 kSEK/year for oil to heat the premises. The total cost for electric energy was

before the deregulation 2316 kSEK (demand costs 636 kSEK, energy costs 1668 kSEK, subscription charge

12 kSEK, VAT excluded) and the average cost was 343 SEK/MWh. With the new contracts the company

immediately saves almost 3,5% (80,5 kSEK) of their former costs and the average electricity cost is

331SEK/MWh.

When load management of the furnaces is activated and the load is kept under 1200 kW the peaks are

reduced with ca 300-350 kW  and the company saves about 147 kSEK/year (6,4%) with the old electricity

contract. With the new agreements the company only saves 1 kSEK more than before, but 6,6% of the total

electricity costs. The grid related power charges are suited to fit the old level of the electricity contract. This

means that the power related charges have about the same part of the total electricity costs as before

(27%). A consequence is that the profitability of  load management is almost equal. Due to a relatively small

fixed charge load management has become more benefiting than earlier. But the higher electricity prices of

the monopoly contracts compensate this profit as soon as not only the peaks are cut but as well energy

managed.

Introduction of dual fuel
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Since the company already had a very attractive agreement with the energy utility it was of no use to

change the electricity contract so that the power demand charge was active only when the utility had power

peaks. The measure would only bring that the company used more energy (43 MWh) at other time periods

which would reduce their earnings due to the load priority system, 135 kSEK compared to 148 kSEK before.

For the utility the small peak reduction would reduce their costs with ca 140 kSEK. Their loss of income is

135 kSEK, why the total gain only becomes 5 kSEK/year. The incitements for the distributor were equally

small since the concerned power lines were well dimensioned.

A better alternative for the company would be to utilise the existing dual fuel system and to run the electrical

boilers within the power limits of the electricity contract. Before the deregulation the savings from such a

measure would have been better than after the deregulation due to former higher price differences between

different time periods and generally lower bottom price levels. Even though the company would have used

ca 360 MWh more electricity, their total energy costs would have been reduced with almost 110 kSEK

(4,1%) and the electrical boilers had replaced approximately 52 m3 oil. The running time for the boilers

would be 3880 hours. With the new agreements the electricity is cheaper in general why it is easy to believe

that the oil alternative would be less competitive. But, since the bottom price level during winter was lower

before the deregulation and the price differences s between certain tariff periods has become smaller the

electrical boilers now only replaces 32 m3 oil, which brings savings of approximately 100 kSEK/year (3,9%).

Although if both the load priority system and the dual fuel system were introduced the total cost reduction for

the company would be almost 250 kSEK/year independent of which contract that is simulated (9,3% old

contract and 9,6% new contracts). The same investment brings a better pay-off at the deregulated

market.The oil replacement though would be reduced to 21 m3 with the old contract and stay the same (32

m3) with the new contracts.

The best option for the company is to sell or recover the surplus heat from the vacuum furnaces. Provided

that the heat is sold to the energy utility it would have a value of ca 470 kSEK. Here it is assumed that the

heat during the summer months replaces oil based heat in the district heating system, and in winter replaces

the heat from a bio fuelled hot water plant.

Comments

Since the electricity costs for industries have decreased after the deregulation the benefits from

efficiency improvements are reduced as well. The logical conclusion would be that investment

capital within companies is focused to other- not energy - related areas due to the longer pay -off

times. A fact that contradicts this development  in Sweden is the generally higher electricity price

levels in the rest of Europe. These levels will be ”imported” to Sweden as soon as the European

electricity markets are deregulated as well, and there are no bottle necks in the transmission that can

influence Swedish electricity export.

Regarding load management several studies have shown that reduction of power peaks would

become less profitable at the deregulated market due to the lack of power related charges in the

electricity sales contracts. Theoretically this is true, but practically many of the distributors have kept



or increased the level of the power charges in that extent that load management has become even

more profitable for the companies than it was before. Also concerning the competition between oil

and electricity for heating it is a bit surprising to find that even though the average price level for

electricity is lower after the deregulation, the price structure is such that it during a year sometimes

has become more profitable to run the oil based boilers than the electric alternatives.

In the future it is not very likely that severe conflicts concerning DSM measures/load management

occur within a energy combine of companies or between the sales and distribution companies that

have contracts with the same customer. But it is important to be aware that the reasons for the sales

company to introduce these measures are totally different from the reasons that the grid owner might

have. The sales company sees DSM as a step in their work to reduce the customers energy costs

and to tie the customer tighter to the company. A consequence is that the cost reduction mainly will

be taken from the income of the grid owner that now is an independent company with it’s own result

responsibility. The grid owner’s main reason to introduce DSM and reschedule load is if there is a

bottle neck somewhere in the distribution grid or in traditional DSM-manner to reduce own power

costs by changing the customers’ load curves.

Conclusion

The electricity costs of the simulated industries have after the deregulation decreased up to 3,5% compared

to the costs at the monopoly market. As a consequence the profitability of efficiency improvements has

decreased as well. The reduction is not very big - up to 2,5% - but it brings longer pay off times for

efficiency improvements which might lead to that the limited amount of  investment money within a

company get focused to other - not energy related - areas.

Although the average price level of electricity is lower than before the deregulation, electricity has part of

the year become less competitive to oil. At the monopoly market electrical boilers could be run a lot more

and with better benefit during a year mainly due to lower electricity prices during spring and summer. In the

winter season, the prices have been reduced considerably after the deregulation, but then the customers

instead reach the power level of the distribution contract which of course limits their willingness to consume

more electricity. The increased demand in winter can not compensate the decrease due to higher prices the

rest of the year. Regarding dual fuel systems, oil as a complement to electricity has during winter - when it

can be used as a tool to control power peaks - become less attractive to the customers. In spring and

summer, it is more competitive.

Concerning load management, in spite of the deregulated market’s lack of power charges in many  industrial

electricity sales contracts, it is shown that these measures after the deregulation can become even more

economically benefiting  for the customers than before. The increased profitability is due to sometimes

higher power related grid charges and a loss of former large fixed charges in the sales contracts. These

fixed charges had a buffering effect that negatively influenced the profits from load management (%).

It is also shown that the profitability (in percent) of industrial load management after the deregulation mainly

increases compared to earlier as long as power peaks are cut but not energy managed. This depends on the



in average lower electricity prices after the deregulation. If large amounts of energy were managed as well,

the former higher electricity prices would compensate the new power related grid charges and make load

management before and after the deregulation equally profitable.

Regarding load management based co-operation between electricity utilities and industrial customers to

reduce joint power peaks, after the deregulation the distributor has become the new partner for the

customers. As the sales companies no longer pay any power charge, in short term, load management only

brings a reduction of income for them. Instead, their basic motive for DSM measures is to tie old and new

customers tighter to the company. For the sales company all cost efficient measures that reduce the

customers’ electricity demand are important tools - added values - to be found in the electricity contracts

portfolio. The reasons for the grid owner to introduce DSM are mainly due to bottle necks in the distribution

grid or to reduce the power related subscription costs paid to the regional distribution company.

The conclusions are drawn from the results of the demonstrated cases and based upon experiences from

earlier simulations.
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